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FOREWORD 

This report is the result of a field research and study sponsored by the IUEF in order 

to identify MPLA's programmes, projects and priorities as well as to further develop the 

contacts with this I iberation movement; to widen the knowledge and information about its 

struggle, its social and educational activities, its aims anel problems. 

The field work was carried out between May 20th and September 2nd 1974, in three 

successive phases: 

-firstly, on MPLA's Northern Front, which included liberated areas in the Cabinda 

enclave and connected activities in the territory of the Peoples' Republic of the Congo; 

-secondly, on the Eastern Front, which included liberated areas in the Moxico 

district of south-eastern Angola and connected activities in Zambia. 

These two areas were covered during a first trip to Africa and were mainly devoted to 

the identification anel study of MPLA's projects and priorities. The writer then returned to 

Geneva on July 30th, to give IUEF a preliminary description of the situation and verbal 

information for the IUEF Annual Board Meeting which was then taking place. At this point, 

in view of the changing situation in the Portuguese colonies and mainly in view of the MPLA 
congress than taking place in Lusaka, it was decided that the writer return to Africa once 

more. 

-thirdly, undertaking a study of MPLA's relationship with the other two Angolan 

movernents and of the general line being developed by the movement to meet a very 

criticai and quickly changing situation. (See attached chronology) 

This field work was carried out during a period when the dramatic course of events, 
triggered off in Angola by the April 25th coup in Portugal, was beginning to gain momentum. 

Since then the whole Angolan context has been evolving rapidly and constantly. This report 

will therefore also contain as much up-to-date information as possible deriving from the 

IUEF's and the writer's subsequent follow-up on the general situation and continued direct 
contact with MPLA. 

During this period MPLA was faced with the necessity of activating a radical trans-

formation from emphasis on war to emphasis on politicai action: ali aspects had to change-

strategy, organisation, location, projects, priorities. After the ceasefire agreement between 

MPLA and the Portuguese armed forces, signed on October 21st 1974, the centre of gravity 

of the movement's organisation had to be rapidly shifted from the war-time liberated areas 

and friendly neighbouring countries, towards the main cities and economically active centres 

of Angola. A.n extensive and complex process of integration between those MPLA military 

and politicai forces which had been waging a bitter anticolonial war over the preceding 14 

years, and those which had struggled and survived in clandestine conditions under Portuguese 

oppression, began to take place. This involved immense politicai, social anel also military 

organisation, mainly directed towards the Angolan mosses in general and towards those workers 

and peasants who sympathised or had somehow been connected with MPLA's long struggle for 
I iberation. 

. .. ; ... 
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On 9th November 197 4 M PL.A. establ ished offic i ai headquarters i n Luanda and 

offices in most .Angolan towns and this was only the initial step in this new phase. 

The above-mentioned up-to-date information will therefore be focussed on the 

current changes, adaptations and additions in MPLA projects and priorities necessarily 

resulting from the latest developments of the movement's situation within the Angolan 
context. 

This report can be regarded as one more expression of IUEF's efforts to support the 

liberation movements in Southern .Africa, through activities in the field of education as 

well as related projects for a period of over ten years. 

lt should also be noted that the IUEF had been planning this study for some time 

before the military coup in Portugal. The plan was further developed during the Seminar 

on Cooperation with the Liberation Movements in Southern Africa, organised by the IUEF 

at Voksen8sen, Oslo, in February 1974. The writer subsequently had the opportunity to 

make the final arrangements for the field trips with Dr. Agostinho Neto, President of MPLA, 
when he visited Stockholm in March 1974. 

lt should be mentioned that this study was rendered possible by IUEF's willingness to 

respond to a chonging situation which, as mentioned, required two visits to .Africa as well as 
much loca I trave I. 

Justas essential was ~~~PLA's full assistance and cooperation: my gratitude and 

appreciation should be expressed both for the confidence shown and for the warm hospital ity 

offered by ali MPLA leaders, comandantes, guerrilleros and militants who assited in my work 

and facilit-::Jted in every way possible the efficient organisation of my trips and visits, 

frequently in the face of difficult conditions, which were still, at that time, the conditions 
of war. 
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VISIT TO THE NORTHERN FRONT 
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MPLA'S NORTHERN FRONT (CONGO-CABINDA) 

ltinerary and description 

On May 21st 1974 I arrived at Brazzaville and contacted Lucio Lara, one of 

MPLA's founders, now one of its most prominent leaders. He was then acting as Dr. 

Neto's permanent deputy for the Northern Front, besides being the head of MPLA's 

educational department. He is at present in charge of MPLA headquarters :n Luanda. 

Comrade Lara informed me of the programme that the Politicai Bureau for the 

Northern Front had prepared for me and this started with visits to several MPLA ce-ntres 

of activity in the Congolese capital and preliminary information meetings with other 

mil itants belonging to various departments of the movement's organisation. 

Since November 1963, when MPLA was driven out of Zaire, Brazzaville had become 

the movement's most important politicai and directive centre. ln this city MPLA had its 

main office for the N. F. in a large 2 floor building housing the Politicai Bureau (CPR) 

and the other deportments, the Military Command being a mobile organisation in the 

Dolisie-Cabinda area. 

An e xtremely important activity operating in Brazzaville was,  and still is, MPLA's 

broadcasting service run by the DI P (Departamento de lnformacion e Propaganda) and 

transmitted through the Congo's national radio "La. Voix de la Revolution Congolaise". 

This is a powerful sender easily received ali over Angola and the rest of Southern Africa, 

MPLA broadcasts go under the title "La voz de Angola combatente" or "The Voice of 

Fighting Angola" and operate for an hour a day, being divided into three programmes. 

They include international and Angola news services, didactic information about politicai 

and economical aspects of Portuguese colonialism, information about ali MPLA activities, 

war bulletins, coded messages for guerrilla bases and action committees in the liberated 

areas, etc. Broadcasts are in Portuguese and in several African languages prevailing in 

Angola. 

lt is also in Brazzaville that MPLA's relations with the g?vernment of the Peoples' 

Republic of the Congo are handled. Since 1962 this government has given MPLA essential 

support in many ways: primarily by the use of its territory as a springboard for military action, 

mainly in Cabinda: by the free use of large extensions of land for settlement and agriculture 

along the Cabinda border, as will be seen later, and the use of the national radio, as just 

mentioned. 

I then proceeded to Dolisie where I has a preparatory meeting with C. Ndinguanza, 

chief of personnel and with his wife, Toni da Silva, chief of the financial deportment. The 

plan for the following days was arranged in accordance with the points agreed upan with 

Lara: the Military Command would first take me into Cabinda's liberoted areas and I would 

then visit MPLA settlements in the bordering territory of the Congo. 

ln Dolisie I wos given hospitality at the local MPLA hostel, where I met severol 

comrades who were also in transit. There were some guerrilleros who had just come from the 

Eastern Front with the experiences and scars of many years of war ond with plenty of stories 

to tell; there were two very young couples who had just orrived from Luanda to join MPLA . 

... ; ... 
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The boys were high school students and the girls, typists. They had left Angola with 

the help of some MPLA sympathisjng missionaries, they had crossed Zaire clandestinely 

and passed through the Mayombe on foot until they found an MPLA patrol. They were 

from the city and they had the wrong kind of shoes so the girls were bandaging each 

other's swollen bleeding feet. Ali the comrades asked many politicai questions about 

Europe and they also told me how much they appreciated the help and solidarity MPLA 

had been receiving from progressive organisations in Western countries. I began to notice 

their Spartan, not to say paor, way of life: the hoste! had a tin roof on four brick walls 

(both a luxury), no electricity, no running water, no beds, just woven mats on the floor to 

sleep on. 

On the evening of May 24th Comandante Ndozi, chief of staff for the Northern 

Front, took me towards the Cabinda border by jeep. We travelled for severa! hours on 

terribly bad tracks and we arrived ata small village, from which point we walked in 

absolute darkness on a narrow path through very thick bush. We were now in Cabinda. 

After a couple of hours we come to a large guerrilla camp hidden in the forest where 

feverish activities and preparations were going on around the camp fires. Canned food 

was being distributed together with bazooka rockets, bags of rice and ammunition. The 

men were pocking their heavy sacks, about 40-50 kgs. each, I was told. I was introduced 

to Comandante Valodia who was in charge of the operation, a surprise attack on a 

Portuguese garrison. We had about 3 hours to rest before a march of severa! days would 

start but there was little rest taken that night. Valodia gave me ali the necessary explan-

ations and instructions and we spent the rest of the night talking and listening to the music 

and the songs of the guerrilleros. I was introduced to the officers and the men of the column 

with whom I was to march off at daybreak, 87 ali told. 

Then come a guerrillero to read his latest paems. lt will be hard to forget some of his 

I ines which I cannot translate in verse: "We sleep in the jungle, on the hard ground or in 

the mud; we only have the music of the wind in the forest, yet the life of a guerrillero is 

the most beautiful life. We eat the hard roots of the bush, the tough half-raw meat of the 

wild beasts, yet our life is the most beautiful life. We are for from our girls who are working 

i n the fie lds of our base, we are for from the chi ldren, we may never see them agai n, yet the 

life of the guerrillero is the most beautiful life because we are now bringing our people of 

Angola the most beautiful gift: our freedom." 

Port of the MPLA column marching in the Moyombe forest towards Cayongembo 
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At dawn we were off; the column had formed in silence and order and soon it was 

winding like a snake, slowly, up the side of a steep mountain. We reached the top at 

about noon and took a rest and some lunch on a windswept pass. Valodia lent me his 

field glasses and showed me severa! destroyed villages at the foot of the range, telling 

me: 11You will meet the people who once lived there, those who survived, at our Base 

Esperan<ia in the Congo, when we are back. 11 Then he pointed to the jungle that expanded 

to the horizon: 11That's the Mayombe,11 he said. 11There is oil, gold, phosphates, lumber, 

elephants, buffalo, gorillas, my people live there and also a few Portuguese ...... still. 11 

Two guerrilleros from a watch post in the mountains arrived to give Valodia some information 

and disappeared as suddenly as they had come. The descent on the other side of the mountain 

was easier and only took a couple of hours. After crossing a road and some abandoned 
banana and coffee plantations, once belonging to the destroyed vi li ages we had seen, we 

entered the thick of the jungle following mostly a labyrinth of elephant trails. At sunset 

we camped for the night and after dark, when no hei icopters or planés could see the smoke 

leaking above the forest roof, the fires were lit, the rice cooked and everybody ate. 

Valodia then explained to me the structure of the force: 87 men, of whom 18 armed 

with bazookas, the rest with HK and super HK Soviet machine-guns, divided into four groups, 
each with a chief, sub-chief and medical assistant. The command included himself as 

commander-in-chief and politicai commissar, C. Margoso as second commander,· C. 

Fouguetao as operationol chief, C. Max reconnaissance, C. Venceremos logistics. The 

column had other important members·: 3 scouts or guides, ali of them Fjoti people native of 

the Moyombe. These three, Kingongo, Miguel and Yo, have o common story. ln their 

young doys they were hunters who were then drofted by the Portuguese and received a good 
military training. Three years ego they deserted ond joined MPLA, like many others. Had 

Valodia not informed me of the hierarchy I would have probobly never found out much about 
it: there were no privileges, no signs of ronk on the combat clothes, no authoritarian orders 
given and no titles used in conversation. 

The march lasted six days and followed a twisting route in arder to avoid even the 

outskirts of villoges. We crossed many streams and often wolked distances in the water, in 

the bed of some creek, so our footprints would be lost. lt would take a book to describe the 

richness and magnificence of this virgin tropical jungle. 

On an elephant trail in the Mayombe forest 
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On the afternoon of the 29th, we come across a road and met more signs of 

human presence. We were 3 kms. away from the Portuguese base of Cayongembu. ln 

absolute silence we camped in the hollow of a valley under cover of thick bush. Guards 

were posted before C. Max, Kinganga and Miguel went off on reconnaissance and I 
followed them. We reached to within 500 metres of the fortified base located in the middle 

of a vast clearing where we could see a high concrete tower with a heavy machine-gun as 

well as many other buildings. The troops were playing football. MPLA was informed that 

there were 120 men and 3 officers. Back at the camp, the plan for attack was made and 

Valodia explained it to the whole force. He assigned tasks and said a few words about the 

mission of liberation they had come to carry out. lf possible, only the fascist officers were 

to be fired at and, if possible, no soldiers should be killed. The fire was to be concentrated 

on the officers' house and other installations, not on the soldiers' barracks. This was the 

policy after April 25th. 

During the night we had two visits: the mother and the uncle of one of the men in 

the force. They were from the nearby village of Cayo and the man was an MPLA fighter 

on "special leave" working at the laundry of the base. The latest detailed information 
was thus rece ived. 

At 2 a. m. the whole force moved off in the total darkness without a sound. At 

4 a.m. every man and weapon was in place within 200-300 metres of the base, having 

avoided ali the minefields that surrounded it and that were known in detail by MPLA. 

Valodia placed me in safety and left two men for prc;ection, then he crawled to the line 

of fire about 20 metres ahead. lt was the crack of dawn and one could begin to see. The 

tower was right in front and it looked quite near. I heard Valodia's calm voice: "Bazuqueiro 

Kinganga, take aim." About a second passed and .he yelled: "Fire~" Two rockets flashed 

and the top of the tower went off in a ball of flame. There followed 30 minutes of very 

intense fire. There was little reaction from the Portuguese side, some machine-gun fire and 

a few grenades, enough to wound one guerrillero rather badly. Soon most installations were 
inflames. A huge explosioo shook the ground signalling that the ammunition depot had 

been hit. As the fire was concentrated on the warehouses at the back of the base, Max and a 

group of men blew up the main gate and rushed in to try to get some vehicles. A big truck 

could not be started and was blown up. They drove outona jeep. The fire stopped as 

suddenly as it had started and we retreated, the base was by now covered with a cloud of 

smoke illuminated by flames . . 

C. Valodia was satisfied and told me we would now be able to return to Congolese 

territory in a day or two driving through liberated areas. We soon stopped at an apparently 

deserted village where the wounded man was properly bandaged and treated. Suddenly we 

were surrounded by a cheering crowd shouting: "Viva MPLA, viva os guerrilleros do MPLA, 

viva Neto, viva Angola." They had heard the shooting and had been hiding in the forest 

until they saw MPLA men in their village. 

We drove on to another village and again were met by a cheering crowd. Valodia 

talked with the president of the local MPLA action committee and in a few minutes ali the 

sacks were unloaded from the jeep and hidden in the bush, to be later distributed to the 

fighters who were following on foot. We then stopped at another larger village which also 

looked deserted. Valodia showed me a little school building, the only brick house in the 

town, which had been put up quite recently by the Portuguese. Then we walked into the 

forest and in less than half an hour we come to the "alternative v.illage" to be used intimes 

of danger. There were ali the people going about their chores normally. We visited the 

... ; ... 
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alternative school in a grass roof shed. The teacher was teaching a class of about 15 

children and they were using MPLA books. The teacher had been sent to this village by 

the Portuguese about two years earlier and he was actually still receiving a salary from the 

Portuguese administration in Belize • . ..•. but MPLA school books were much better he 

said smiling. 

When we returned to the jeep, two members of the action committee were waiting for 

us and warned that the road ahead was mined. They joined us in the jeep and after a couple 

of kilometres they signalled Valodia to stop: a little rock on the edge of the track was the 

mark. They showed Valodia exactly where the mine was buried; he dug it out with his 

bayonet and unscrewed the detonator. 

ln the evening we were received in yet another village by a permanent MPLA 

garrison with about 15 regular guerrilleros and severa! armed men Óf the local militia. The 

population of a rather large area was gathered there for the bi-weekly health check by an 

advanced MPLA medical assistant who was also distributing a periodic supply of nivaquine 

anti-malaria tablets. 

MPLA pioneers ata politicai meeting in Cabinda village 
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During the return trip there was every indication of the fui I integration of MPLA 

with the local population. Atone point a black soldier in the uniform of the Portuguese 

regular army stood in the middle of the track with his hands up and his Ml6 rifle lying 

on the ground in front of him. Valodia knew ali about him and had expected the meeting 

as he had been informed by the president in the previous village. The soldier had deserted 

to join MPLA and he come with us to the Congo. 

We drove on almost ali night, resting for a couple of hours among the ruins of a 

destroyed village where only a few adobe walls remained. I thought it had been a 

Portuguese job, but no, Valodia explained that this particular village had been sacked and 

burned by so-called guerrillas in the early sixties, before MPLA had come to Cabinda. He 

explained that it had taken MPLA years to really gain the confidence of the Cabinda 

people because of their experiences with these 11freedom fighters11• 

The next morning we were hunted by helicopters and planes but it was easy to hide 

the jeep in the forest at any noise of engines. We heard shooting not for back and !ater 

found out that one helicopter had been brought down by Max and his group. ln the 

afternoon we crossed into the Congo after wading the jeep across two streams, with great 

difficulty, and in the evening we received a grand reception at Base Unidad, one of the 

MPLA's most important military camps in the Congo. Radio Luanda broadcast a military 

bulletin saying that there had been 5 casualties, among them 2 officers, under an MPLA 

attack at Cayongembu. 

I returned to Brazzaville to meet Dr. Neto and I asked him about the politicai 

significance of a military operation, such as I had seen, and the many similar ones that 

had taken place in that period in Cabinda as well as on the eastern front. This was his 

concise reply: 

11This was another action within the wide offensive launched by MPLA 

against Portuguese· colonialism. The Portuguese colonialists in Angola 

have recently carried out a series of manoeuvres aimed at confusing our 

people, taking advantage of the contradictions existing in the country, 

in arder to hinder the struggle of our militants. lt must be clear therefore 

that we will continue the struggle until Portugal recognises our right to 

fui I independence ........ we are determined to continue the struggle 

in arder to prevent the various externa! forces and the colonialist sectors 

still exisitng in Lisbon from continuing with their manoeuvres. 11 

On June 3rd I returned to Dolisie to start my visits to the settlements and projects, 

but found that an emergency situation had developed. I reported this to the IUEF by 

letter, as follows: 

11 On 2nd June, a group of 40 Angolan rangers of the Portuguese army deserted 

the Cabinda base of Sanga Planice (close to Cayongembu) and come into the 

Congo with their weapons (ali brand new NATO equipment) to join MPLA. 

This, of course, was a great success for MPLA but the problem was that along 

with the rangers (called Tropa Especial) come ali their families and, in fear of 

Portuguese reprisals, almost the whole population of the town of Sanga Planice.11 

... ; ... 
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"This made upa total of about 1,400 to 1,500 people, women and 

children in the majority. M'PLA had to suddenly feed them and give them 

medical assistance, etc. Dr. Neto come over from Brazzaville to handle 

the problem personally. I spent 4 days with him as he was meeting ali 

refugee groups scattered along the Cabinda border. Medical assistance 
and food distribution was rapidly organised also with some help given by the 

Congolese Government. I must say I was impressed by the activity of the 4 
MPLA doctors and their medical assistants: they were working practically 

night and day to take core of this new group in addition to their already 

enormousro:;k~of assisting an Angolan MPLA population of about 3,500 

stationed in the various bases scattered between Dolisie and the Cabinda 

border. Dr. Madalena, the gynaecologist, delivered 12 babies in one day, 
just to mention one example. I was bewildered by the very large majority 

of women and children in the refugee groups: the cause is the polygamy 

prevailing in Cabinda. One of the rangers brought 4 wives and 22 

children." 

Emergency medical assistance for Cabinda refugees 

Dr. Victor Nogueira at work with Cabinda refugees 
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This letter was also intended to complement a cable sent by Dr. Neto to I UEF 
asking for some emergency humanitarian aid for the new group of refugees. IUEF 
quickly responded by sending US dollars 6,000. 

After the 4 days I spent with Dr. Neto, I was in the some area for about one more 
week, until June 14th and this time was used in visiting the settlements and getting 
acquainted with the projects, mainly those MPLA wanted to submit to IUEF. ln this I 
was .assisted by Comandante Ndinguanza and by other militants directly involved in each 
case. What follows is a general outline of these projects, most of which remain valid even 
though their location may have changed, as mentioned in the foreword, due to recent events. 

MPLA's activities and projects in the Dolisie area 

The main bulk of MPLA settlements and connected activities were concentrated in 
this area at the time of my visit. There were at that time in this part of the Congo along 
the Cabinda border about 5,500 Angolans integrated within MPLA. Out of this total 
papulation about 3/5 were children, 1/5 women and 1/5 men. More than half of them were 
from Cabinda and these are rapidly moving back to their homes at present. The restare 

refugees originally from the northern part of Angola who have spent some time in Zaire. 
The return of these people to their homes will necessarily be a slower process according to 
the latest information received from MPLA. 

ln the town of Dolisie MPLA has an office, the hoste! described above anda few 
other premises, ali the settlements are in country mora or less near the Cabinda border. 
I visited them in the order of the following project and location descriptions. 

Base Esperança 

This was the largest MPLA settlement and agricultura! production base in the Congo. 
lt had a population of about 300 adults and 200 children. Besides the production aspect 
this base had a great social.and politicai significance for MPLA's Northern Front. lt was 
here that the first experiments in ·collective agriculture were started through the action of 
two mass organisations within MPLA: the UNTA (Union of Angolan Workers) and OMA 
(Organisation of Angolan Women). Most of the people who come here had only an ancient 

tradition of individual family subsistence farming in their history and background. At first 
individual lots of land had to_be assigned. This was from the beginning an area with very 
little Congolese population and plenty of virgin arable land available. The Congolese 
Governmenf gave MPLA free use of it and the amount of land available was never a problem, 
it was practically uni imited. The problem was that individual subsistence and primitive 
farming methods could never provide a sufficient levei of nutrition for the settlers and even 
less a surplus for the nearby educational and military communities. lt was through the 
efforts of MPLA leadership and the experience of the few among the settlers who had worked 
mainly as "contracted labourers", i.e. forced labour, in Portuguese plantations in Angola, 
that collective work was started. The two above-mentioned factors were instrumental in 
gradually forming the consciousness of social collective production and the necessity for it. 
Cassava, or manioc, and corn were the first products of community fields. The arrival, 
about a year anda half ago, of an MPLA agronomist with severa! years of specialised 

education has been of great help but the total lack of modern technical means has been a 
considerable challenge for his ability. He soon became the leader of UNTA and was placed 
in charge of agriculture for the Northern Front. He explained the essentials of his develop-
ment project for the base and later sent the attached production plan for IUEF's consideration. 
lt involved a total investment of US dollars 51,034. 

. .. ; ... 
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The fact ·that Base Esperança is now in a phase of demobilisation because its 

refugee population is returning home does not make this project obsolete. MPLA has 
recently asked IUEF to consider this projectas transferred into the territory of Cabinda 
and "doubled". The reasons given were the following: the agronomist is now in charge 
of MPLA agricu!ture in Cabinda and with his principal assistants from Base Esperança is 
developing two similar centres. The rapid provision of aid for this project would avoid 
the loss of valuable experience anda sound infra-structure built up at Base Esperança. 
The types of crops that can be produced at the new location are practically the some, 
with some additions, e. g. coffee. IUEF was also asked to consider, in the new Cabinda 
situation, that the transport requirements have increased considerably and there are much 
better facilities for equipment maintenance than was the case in the Congo. An addition 
to the project was therefore presented. This includes: 4 trucks of medium size with 4 
wheel traction and two light tractors. MPLA is now investigating,the possibilities in 
relation to the Cabinda market, from a technical and economical point of view, and will 
transmit the technical data and exact cost for this addition in the near future. 

Closely connected with ali the efforts and experiments towards social progress at 
Base Esperança was another initiative of the womens' organisation: the day-care centre. 
This activity was set up with a minimum of means: justa couple of large tents anda few 
benches in a yárd under the shade of mango trees. Teresa Gama, wife of the notable 
Angolan poet, Antonio Jacinto, was in charge of the centre. She spent three years in 
Portuguese prisons before being released about two years ago. She is now i"n Cabinda 
working on the some kind of development on a much larger scale, within the OMA. 

The MPLA wil.l inform the IUEF of the new needs in this sector as soon as possible. 
At the time of my visit to Base Esperança, I was also informed of a project for an 
improved day-care centre, to be submitted to IUEF, and which is now no longer validas 
for as location i~ concerned. This project was actually for a combination of primary school 
and day-care centre and had been worked out by OMA in cooperation with the DEC 
(Department for Education .and Culture). lt is in any case attached herewith to give an 
idea of the ki nd of pro jects that are now necessary i n Cabinda •. 

Day-core c'entre ot Base Esperanço 
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Bes ides the moi n settlement at Base Esperança, MPLA had three sim i lar and smaller 

settlements in the territory of the.Congo: Base Luvako, which I also visited, in the vicinity 

of Doi isie, with a population of about 60. Two other bases are located further west near 

the Cabinda border towards Pointe Noire. They are called Banga and Kimpes and had a 

population of 300 families in ali. These bases are now practically dismantled as most of 

the people were from Cabinda. 

Centro de lnstruçao Revolucionaria -CIR 

I visited the CIR or "Cen•re of Revolutionary lnstruction" also called "Centre for 
Accelerated Training". Thb is un institute for adult training especially created to meet 

MPLA's and Angola's acute, present and anticipated needs for qualified cadres with both 

theoretical and practical knowledge. The most significant educational project submitted 

to IUEF was from the CIR. Here, again, MPLA has informed IUEF that this project should 

be considered as transferred into Cabinda and 'lloubled", as there are in fact already two 

CIR centres functioning in the enclave. A new list of requirements was submitted and is 

attached herewith. 

The old CIR was located as shown on chart no. 1 and it was in fact set up in such a 

way that it could be easily moved. The project presented to IUEF was designed for prompt 

transfer as it consisted mainly of portable equipment and only included inexpensive temporary 

buildings of adobe with tin.roofs, the latter being also transportable. The CIR I visited can 

be briefly described as follows: a camp or wide clearing in the forest around which the 

facilities were located in adobe buildings with grass roofs, while field tents were used for 
residence. There were three large sheds for classes and severa! out-door classes in the 

surrounding bush, with rough benches mede out of tree trunks: one shed for the library, one 

for the kitchen, one for the medical post, one for store, some small sheds for the residence 

of the teachers, as well as 22 large field tents for the residence of the pupils. The CIR had 

a jeep for transport. A large chicken yard and cassava fields were taken core of by the 

pupils. 

Class at the CIR with Com. Abranches teaching 
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There were 88 pu pi Is at the time and about 20 more were expected to ente r shortl y. 

Of the 88, 17 were girls and the age spon was roughly from 18 to 24. 

Besides these regular pupils, who were in the first !WO years of a three-year course, there 

were 20 MPLA fighters at the centre taking a special six-month course designed to increase 
their general educational levei. 

The general study plan, with both civil and military aspects, included the following 

subjects: mathematics, physics, chemistry, philosophy, Portuguese language, natural science, 

geography, history of Angola and Africa, politicai economy, Angola's economy, military 

science (and training), politicai science, topography, first aid and telecommunications. 
These subjects were given at the high school levei, with extra levelling of primary levei 

courses for those w ho needed them . 

Dr. Neto himself, on the severa! occasions I consulted him on project priority, always 

insisted that this was the MPLA no. 1 priority project: the very fact that the movement, in 

spite of its drastic need of high levei cadres in operational and directional fields, has 
allocated to the CIR six of its most qual ified members, proves the importance of this 

institution. I spent two days at the CIR, attending classes and l'l')eeting with teachers and 
students. I feel it is important to give some information about this exceptional .team of 

i nstructors. 

Antonio Jacinto, the director, is, as already mentioned an Angolan poet, historian 

and ethnologist. He was one of the founders of MPLA and was captured by the Portuguese 

shortly after February 4th 1961 Luanda insurrection which marks the beginning of MPLA's 

ormed struggle. He spent 13 yeors in prison mostly studying and writing. 

The ossistont director ond four of the other teochers ore university groduotes. 

Weekly medical courses ore given by Dr. Victor Nogueira chief of the medical 
deportment of the northern front (SAM). 

Ali the other instructors, including 5 mil itory instructors, are high school graduotes. 

-
The two new CIR schools are locoted in Cabinda, in the locations indicated on 

chart no. 1, andare expected to reach a total of 400 to 500 pupils in the near future. 

MPLA sento new list of requirements for the two new schools which is attached 
herewith. 

SAM -Medical Assistance Service 

At the time of my visit the SAM centre was locoted within another of MPLA's comps 

in the vicinity of Dolisie. This comp is called Internado 4 de febrero, or February 4th 
College, which will be briefly described loter. 

As present the SAM centre for the Northern Front is in the old Portuguese base of 
Coyongembu, mentioned above in the description of the guerrillo operation. ln the some 

way os severo! other bases in Cabinda, this one hos been turned over to MPLA by the 
Portuguese ormed forces, after the ceosefire. 

. .. ; ... 
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Dr. Victor Nogueira, chief of SAM for this area submitted a list of medicines and 

equipment to IUEF. H is most urgent need was then 3 portable kerosene refrigerators to 
be located in the I iberated areas for the storage of different serums. The needs of SAM 

have changed and greatly increased. MPLA naw indicates that it will take SAM at 

least two months to assess the new necessities and submit a new project: the some goes for 
SAM in the eastern front liberated areas under official contrai by MPLA. 

At the time of the visit it was the task of SAM to give medical assistance to a 

refugee Angolan population of about 5,500, scattered over a large area, to MPLA armed 
forces and to the population of Cabinda liberated areas. Besides ali this SAM was even 

giving some assistance to the local Congolese population living close to MPLA settlements. 

Considering the SAM personnel, listed below, it is easy to understand how overloaded 

this organisation was at that time and it must certainly be even more so in Cabinda today: 

4 doctors: representing specialísts in surgery, gynaecol9gy, pediatrics and 

a general practitioner 
4 medical assistants 

2 dentists (assistant levei) 

1 analyst and advanced medical assistant 
1 pharmac ist 

28 locally trained auxiliary medical assistants also serving the guerrilla forces 

The IUEF has recently placed a number of scholarships for medical studies at MPLA's 

disposal and this amount should be increased. Dr. Victor Nogueira has been duly informed 
of this by letter. 

At the Internado, SAM had three masonry buildings at its disposal; one housing 4 
rather small wards for about 4 patients each, one for an analytic laboratory and one for 

the operating theatre. The latter was quite rudimentary: when I visited the Internado I 

saw Dr. ,Nogueira perform _an appendicitis operation with the light of 3 kerosene lamps 

held by assistants. The Soviet field operation lamp could not be used as the battery was 

out of order and could not be replaced. 

SAM was planning the construction of a 50 bed hospital near Base Esperança, on the 

basis of a project financed tbrough UNICEF and this was to include a medical school for 
assistants and nurses. MPLA is now trying to have this project transferred into Cabinda. 

MPLA had also applied to the some organisation for the construction of 4 15-bed dispensaries 
to be annexed to the main settlements in the Congo. For transport SAM had only 2 jeeps and 

was requesting UNICEF for 2 ambulance jeeps. 

The Internado was a primary and secondary school with a total of 220 pupils from 6 to 

15 years of age. The tuition at secondary levei has three I ines; biological for the preparation 

of future medical students, technical for future agronomists and engineers, pedagogical 

for future teachers. 

Since September 1974 this school has been transferred to the Dolisie Angolan lnstitute 

which is MPLA's major educational project. The construction of the school was financed by 
DANIDA (Denmark) through the Danish WUS Committee and carried out under the direction 
of technicians sent by this Committee. SIDA (Sweden) is contributing to this project with a 

three year budget of 3.3 million Swedish kroner for the supply of equipment and to cover 
tuition personnel costs. The Dolisie Angolan lnstitute is the only MPLA asset in the Congo 
expected to remain in function indefinitely. 
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VISIT TO THE EASTERN FRONT 
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MPLA'S EASTERN FRONT (ZAMBIA-SOUTH EASTERN ANGOLA) 

ltinerary and description 

Arriving at Lusaka on June 19th I immediately contacted Comandante lko 

Corre ira, Luci o Lara's counterpart for the Eastern Front. lt took severa I days to reach 
the Angolan border: I left Lusaka o n June 28th and spent 18 days visiting MPLA bases 

within Zambia along the border, as well as in the liberated areas in the Angolan district 

of Moxico. Because of the huge distances involved, this visit was certainly notas 

complete as the one to the Northern Front. 

As will be explained in the brief historical note attached to this report, MPLA was 

able to open the Eastern Front after Zambia became independent, in October 1964. After 

the ceasefire, this front has naturally lost ali its strategic importance and almost ali MPLA 

activities in Zambia have already been demobilised and moved into the Moxico district. 

The geographical, social and politicai characteristics of this front were extremely 

different from those of the Northern Front: 

-geographically, the front depended on an extremely long supply line stretching 

ali the way across the continent, for about 3,500 kms., from Dar-es-Salaam to the Zambia-
Angola borde r. The transport problems were a serious drawback. The I iberate·d areas were 

spread over huge territories mainly in the district of Moxico. This is a wild savannah land 

with patches of thin bush. lt is totally underdeveloped and lacks roads or even tracks. 

lt is known as "Terra do findo mundo" or "Land at the end of the wodd". lt is flat and 

open and most unfit for guerrilla warfare. 

-socially, the people sparsely living in this area, Mbundu, Luvale and Choque 

tribes, are probably the most primitive in Africa and these factors have demanded huge 

energy absorbing efforts on the part of the MPLA. 

-politically, MPLA's relationship with the Government of Zambia has proven for more 

difficult and complex than in the Congo. Serious problems arose especially after 1972 on 

account of the split that occurred within MPLA. (See brief historical note attached) 

Another significant problem which mainly developed in connection with the Portuguese 

offensive of 1972, was the exodus, from I iberated areas into bordering Zambian territory, of 

o large number of refugees estimated as close to 10,000. MPLA mede great efforts to try to 

organise settlement of as many refugees as possible undet its jurisdiction and responsibility 

while, through the aid of Zambia, at least 5,000 of them were placed in UNHCR settlements. 

ln Lusaka, MPLA has only a representative within the "Liberation Building" whereas 
most liberation movements of Southern Africa have their permqnent missions in Zambia. 

About 30 kms. outside Lusaka MPLA has a large camp called briefly "VC" (for Vitoria e 

Certa, MPLA's slogan). This has been mainly an important transport.and coordination 

station on the long line mentioned above . lt stands on ground which is MPLA property and 

has severa l large wa rehouses, as well as offices and many o ther modest dwellings for leaders 
ond militants in transit. M PLA's lnforma tion  Department had an office there too with 

Comrade Beto Traza in charge, who accompanied me on the visits . 

The trip to the border area near the town of Zambesi took 2 days by jeep. From 

Zambesi we travelled on very bad tracks: I was told that the life span of a jeep or truck used 

in this area, used to the maximum, is 8 months at the most. 

. .. ; ... 
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The first establishment visited, built by the Zambia Christian Refugee Service, was 

the Ngangula School, a project financed by NORAD consisting of a complex of masonry 

buildings housing over 300 pupils at secondary levei. This was to function as the main 

educational centre for the whole front and its many smaller schools located in other bases 
in Zambia as well as in liberated areas. The school was in full use but facing great 

difficulties. These mainly derived from the fact that during construction, at the beginning 

of 1974, the available funds ran short because of the doi lar devaluation, increases in 

material and transport costs, etc. As a result the buildings were completed but there was 

no money left for the school equipment, furniture, etc. During discussions with the 

director, it became clear that even most MPLA militants now thought that it had been a 

mistake to develop such a project with masonry a_nd concrete buildings in such an isolated 

and underdeveloped area. Even if ali the equipment had been delivered, they felt, it 

would have been difficult and costly to maintain it and keep it functioning. From experience, 

underlined by the mentioned lack of funds, they tended to conclude that it would have been 

better to util ise the NORAD aid programme only for the purchase of portable tuition equip-

ment which could have well been housed in the traditional African bush construction's. ln 

fact, at this school, the old original class sheds with grass roofs and tree-trunk benches were 

still being used while the new masonry classrooms were standing empty. The school desks 

etc. had not arrived: what should be done? Wreck the brand new concrete floors to instai 
bus h benches i n them? 

Bvsh-type classroom at the Ngangula school 
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lt is essential that such problems should be taken into account when planning 

projects. This is why I strongly believe that projects such as the two CIR institutes in 
Cabinda are much more adapted to conditions of underdevelopment that will unfortunately 

take a long time to improve. 

The destiny of this school is still uncertain at the moment but it appears likely that 

it will be the only MPLA asset in Zambia to continue functioning for some time as it isso 

close to the border that it can serve the innermost part of the Moxico district. 

New buildings at the Ngangula school 

After this school I visited severa! other project sites namely: 

-the SAM centre for the eastern front, located right on the border near Kalombo 

(see chart 2) and directed by Dr. Kasesa. 

-the Rehabilitation Centre for War Handicapped located in Lupa on the Zambesi 

river, with 175 inmates plus 125 wives and children. This centre falis under DAS or the 

Social Department. 

. .. ; ... 
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-the Deolinda Centre for war widows and war orphans with 28 women and 45 
children. This institution was organised by OMA and directed by Cheia Neto, Dr. 
Neto's sister. 

Ali three centres have been recently moved into Angola andare to be reorganised 
on a different basis anda larger scale. Through recent contacts with MPLA Luanda, I 
was informed that in due course projects connected with these activities will be submitted 
to IUEF. 

I visited the largest MPLA agricultural production base in the front located at 
Kassamba on the Zambesi rfver where it crosses the Angola-Zambia border. This base was 
also organised by UNTA under the direction of a highly qualified agronomist who subsequently 
lost his life in an unfortunate incident in the Moxico district when a mine, which had been 
set as a trap in an abandoned house, blew up. 

The Kassamba agricultura! development project is practically the only one in the 
front that can be considered as standing. The location I visited was right on the border and 
actually many of the rice fields were in Angolan territory. The severa! villages of the 
settlement were moved over the border but the development continués under very similar 
conditions. The attached list of requirements which I received from the agronomist can 
therefore be considered as vai id at present. 

Pig farm at Kassamba 

•. i 
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. .After Kassamba I passed by Kalombo, then the headquarters of MPLA's Politicai 

Bureau for the Eastern Front, and had a 6-day excursion in the Moxico district. This 

was partly by jeep and partly on foot. We visited the military command past in the 

vicinity of Lumbala where we met the chief of the armed forces of the Eastern Front. 

He was just back from an attack on the Portuguese base of Lumbala. 

MPLA potro! in the Moxico district 

Destroyed village in the Moxico district 
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We met few people in this vast territory but we saw many villages destroyed of 

old and one that had been quite recently burnt by a helicopter commando which had 

detected MPLA presence in the vicinity. Around the villages one could see signs of 

vast cassava plantotions that had been destroyed with defoliants in 1972 • .Most of 

the groups of people we met were actually in the process of moving back into the 

country from Zambia. At least the danger of vast Portuguese offensives was over. Ali 

the groups were either accompanied by MPLA guerrilleros or had some armed militia men 

with them. They were mostly camping in field tents supplied by MPLA and were organised 

with MPLA action committees. Living conditions in this area were the hardest one can 

imagine but this did not destroy the gladness of these people, returning to their destroyed 

villages after yeors of war, bombings, terror ond exile. 

MPLA alphabetisation class in the Moxico bush 
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After this last excursion we returned by jeep to Lusaka where MPLA asked to transmit 

two emergency requests to IUEF: 

-a financial contribution was urgently needed to help cover transport fuel 

costs for the moving of consideroble quantities of goods from Dar-es-Salaam 

and Lusaka to the Angolan border and over; 

-three portable battery loud-speakers were urgently needed in the Moxico 

bush areas. 

IUEF immediately contributed US dollars 3,000 and sent the loud-speakers by air 

from Europe. 
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THE MPLA lN LUANDA 

MPLA headquarters in Luanda have recently given IUEF some preliminary information 

about the problems and requirements that are presenting themselves in connection with the 

new .Angolan situation . 

.A general problem for the movement is the transition from guerrilla life in the bush 

to a context of politicai struggle in the cities. A politicai activist or cadre living in the 

bush needs little money, one living in town has to integrate into city life and this involves 

poying rent, buying clothes, providing for the family and ali the usual expenses that had 

been forgotten during the long years of guerrilla activity. ln addition, cadres who had 

stayed in the cities clandestinely, whose activities ore now essential to the movement, need 

a minimum salary. Large sums are badly needed for the spreading of printed information 

etc. Rents must be poid for MPLA porty offices and for UNTA's union offices ..... . 

ln short, the financial problem is a huge one at present. The problem has also politicai 

reflections in the sense that the other two movements, FNLA and UNITA, with for less 

mass support than MPLA and therefore with less social responsibility, seem to have ali 

the dollar financing they need especially for their propaganda purposes. 

MPLA is organising cooperative peoples' stores in most Luanda suburbs and these stores 

represent combined information and cultural centres. There is an immediate need for two 

trucks to contribute to solving transport problems connected with the stores. 

MPLA is also planning the organisation of severa! agricultura! cooperatives. These 

projects ore still in the drafting stage, but it is already cleor that the need for agricultura! 

equipment will soon exist. One or two agricultura! experts ore urgently needed. 

Other requirements are developping for DI P (lnformation and Propaganda Deportment) 

and DEC (Education and Culture Deportment). These deportments ore in urgent need of 

pri nti ng e qui pment for the production of i nformation and educationa I ma teria I. 

This need had already been expressed by MPLA delegates from Luanda attending the 

Congress held in Lusaka in .August 1974. They were specifically asking for an offset press 

for the printing of tabloid size material such as a daily paper, posters, politicai pamphlets 

and educational material . .A. meeting with Dr. Neto's porticipation took place at the VC 

Base to discuss the request and I was asked to transmit it to IUEF as a priority. The Dutch 

Angola Committee was also informed of this. 

On my return to Sweden a complete offer for a press of the required type was obtained 

from "Solna Press", a well-known Swedish firm spe~ialising in the production of offsets. 

ln the meantime the Dutch .Angola Committee located a used but completely overhouled 

and guaranteed machine, which had the advantages of being cheaper and available 

irnmediately. The cost being US dollars 8,000, it was agreed that IUEF would participote 

with half of the sum. The machine was purchased and shipped, and was recently delivered 

in Luanda. 

MPLA has however i nformed the I UEF that two more sue h presses are needed for other 

main cities, as well as severa! stencil machines and one 16 mm. film projector. The "Soln:J 

Press" offer could be taken up again provided sufficient funds are made available. 
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RE C OMMENDATIONS 

Besides again stressing the priority for the Cabinda CIR projects, I wish to 

recommend that IUEF should senda field officer to Angola in the near future. This 

should be someone having a technical and economic planning background, who should 

remain in .Angola for a period of six months to one year with the following mandate! 

-identification of new MPLA projects in connection with the developing 

situation; 

-assistance to MPLA in the drafting, technical presentation and cost 

analysis of the projects. 

I believe this would be the best possible immediate assistance one could give 

MPLA at this moment. This idea had already been discussed on my return from Africa 

when MPLA was still practically in the described war-time situation. lf I felt this was 

important then, I now feel it is essential and urgent. One must consider that even if 

MPLA is conscious of the necessity of presenting fully developed and detailed projects 

to assistance agencies, its cadres are now more than ever before constantly and totally 

absorbed in the solution of a chain of emergency problems. I feel sure that MPLA 

would take such a missionas a fundamental sign of IUEF's understanding of their problems. 

lt should now also be taken into cccount that a Provisional Government might be 

set up in Angola within the first half of the current year. lt is obvious to presume that 

some form of national planning will then be started and in connection with this it would 

be more than advisable to have a representative on the spot. 
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APPENDIX I A 

MPLA'S MANY DEATHS AND RESURRECTIONS-A VERY BRIEF HJSTORICAL 

OUTLINE 

Perhaps the secret of MPLA's vitality lies in its distant origins: it come into being 

through a long gradua I process of unification of groups -and the ir ideas -that were the 

different yet parai lei products of the some objective reality. One should say objective 
realities: the ruthless, centuries old clash between the most blind form of colonialism 

and on the other side its victims, the people of the ancient kingdom of Ngola a nd their 
civilisation. The ideology of Portuguese colonialism was always clear: between the 

superiority of the white Christian conqueror and t he black people that did not even have 

a soul, no hybrid should ever begin to  grow, the master-slave relationship should last 
forever. lt took four or five centuries but the embryo of the Angolan .nation began to 

live. ln the modern world it became increasingly difficult  to completely stifle the 
penetration of new social ideas, even for Portuguese fascism, and Portugal itself shows 

it; but in Angola the ideas of today's world started penetrating even earlier: back in 

1948 a group of "assimilados" (blacks that were finally and graciously allowed to only 
partly break the colour barrier) began to feel their national cultural identity. They 
expressed themselves in poetry but also they associated, they formed an associatiqn of 
Angolans a nd published a magazine of poetry in two issues before  they were stopped. 
At that time the re  was Virieto da Cruz, but among them were some young people whose 

nomes you have just  read in the  report: Lucio Lera,  Antonio Jacinto, Mario de Andrade, 
Agostinho Neto . The magazine of  the young poets called "Mensagem" wa s suppressed; 
the ideas in the poems might become dangerous .•.• and they did, but again it took some 

time. The group dispersed,  some,  like Neto went  to Portugal to  study ...• and spent more 
time in jail than in university. The  coagulation process however continued and  ideas 

evolved slowly by elimination from pro test  to  reformism from re formism to  revolution. 

During the fifties  many politicai groups a nd cultural clubs  formed ali over Angola, 
but it was only in December 1956 tha t some  Lua nda groups federated in the "Movement 

for  the Liberation o f A ngo la " or MPLA. At tha t time no one talked about armed  struggle, 
yet in 1959 come the first wave of  repression a nd M PLA was prac t ically left  without 

leadership. lt was considered a s liquidated, dead, but it survived because  its seed had 
already started growing deep and vital roots in the depths of the black "muceques" so much 

so that the 4th February 1961 was marked by a mass uprising. Armed with machetes the 

destitutes of Luanda stormed the prison trying to free their leaders. The revolt was crushed 

in blood: no-one knows how many were slaughtered, but at least 20,000 to 30,000. {Neto 
had come back a graduate in medicine in 1959 and had become the main leader of the 

MPLA. He was arrested in 1960.) Once again the MPLA was crushed: it had no 

experienced clandestine organisation and the wave of ruthless repression that followed the 
uprising and the massacre almost eliminated the movement •... almost. The majority of 

the leaders were arrested, tortured, jai led but a few m ii itants escaped through the bus h 
of the Dembos to the north towards the then Congo Leopoldville and over the border. They 
said that the armed struggle had started on February 4th and of course the few who heard 

about the declaration thought that they were crazy. They succeeded in getting organised, 

however, and in infiltrating back to make contact with other groups that in total isolation 

had succeeded in starting a guerrilla zone in the Cuanza Norte region, north-east of Luanda. 
lt was MPLA's first military region. ln July 1962 Neto's escape from Portugal was 

organised by the movement and he come to Kinshasa. He was officially elected President 
by the first MPLA National Conference in December 1962. 

. .. ; ... 
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ln Kinshasa MPLA was soon harassed by Mobutu who was supporting a rival movement 

the FNLA. MPLA was driven out of Kinshasa in 1963 and found refuge across the river 

i n Brazzaville where a progressive government had taken over. The guerri lia activities in 

Cabinda were started and this jungle area also had the function of an excellent guerrilla 

school where a rather small but very efficient liberation army was formed. lt is also 

since then that Dr. Neto and his closest collaborators started an international diplomatic 

struggle that obtained much foreign support for MPLA and the important thing is that, in 

this process, the movement also succeeded in safeguarding its ideological integrity. 

ln October 1964 Zambia became independent and this offered MPLA the possibility 

of building the Eastern Front based on a supply line that started from the other side of the 
continent in the port of Dar-es-Salaam. This was a long and hard process which began 

giving results only in the late sixties. ln the meantime MPLA did not forget the first 

region: in July 1966 and February 1967 two columns managed togo through Zaire into 

Angola and reached the isoi•.Jted stronghold reinforcing it considerably. ln June 1967 

however an MPLA column was arrested in Zaire by Mobutu's forces-ali its members 

were later assassinated. During this period MPLA also had to cape with internal divisions 

and defeats in Cabinda. ln spite of tremendous difficulties, however, the eastern front 

forces consolidated and by 1971 had conquered a huge area in the Moxico district and 

were beginning to push into the Bié district. 

NAMIBIA 

MPLA I iberated are as before 1972 Portuguese 

offensive 
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However, this rapid expansion and dispersion of forces over a vast barren area 
with sparse population became a negative factor as well. 

lt is in this context that Comandante Chipenda's rebellion come about but also 
on the basis of tribal tendencies. Chipenda is of the Mbundu people, the majority in 
this region. He developed personal ambitions and local power and hardly tolerated a 
leadership composed of a majority of Kimbundus from the horth as well as of many 
mulattos. ln secret, at first, he rejected MPLA's national anti-tribalist ideology. The 
crisis was precipitated by the great offensive carried out by the Portuguese in early 1972. 
This operation involved the massive use of napalm, defol iants and a large a ir force which 
succeeded in creating a wide belt of scorched earth. The population was compelled to 
flee either in the direction of Zambia or west deeper into Angola where it was herded 
into "strategic villages". The eastern front suffered a heavy defeat. Chi penda blamed 
Neto's leadership. Towards the end of 1972 a group of fighters loyal to Chipenda tried 
to assassinate Dr. Neto while he was on Angolan territory not for from the Zambian 
border, but the attempt failed. At the beginning of 1973 Chipenda also tried to take over 
the MPLA VC base near Lusaka, by force. This created serious complications with the 
Republ i c of Zambia. 

Even in this case MPLA come through the ordeal more than clive: in February 1973 
its forces launched a strong offensive on both fronts with many powerful attacks on 
Portuguese bases. Shortly after the April 25th coup in Portugal, MPLA showed how clive 
its clandestine organisation within Angola really was in spite of fierce repression during 
the post 14 years. 

The chronology that follows gives the main points of MPLA's history after the 
coup in Portugal. 
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Chronology of Events Concerning Angola and MPLA from April 1974 to January 1975 

April 25: Military coup in Portugal 

Aprii-May: During these months MPLA continues military offensive started in February, 

especially in Cabinda where Miconge and Sanga Planice are attacked, 

May 11: An MPLA splinter group in Brazzaville publishes manifesto criticizing 

Dr Neto's leadership. The group isca lled 'Revolta Activa' and is led by Mario de 

Andrade, Joaquim Pinto de Andrade and Afrique Viana. Mario de Andrade one of 

MPLA's founders and well known poet and writer had left MPLA and was living mostly 

in Paris for severa! years, MPLA sharply criticizes the group but invites discussions, 

The manifesto was signed by 19 Angolans, 10 of which MPLA militants, lt is followed by 
a second manifesto signed by 70 Angolans mostly residing in Europe, 

May 30: The Portuguese base of Cayongembu in Cabinda is attacked by MPLA forces. 

June 11: General Spinola gives speech about decolonization, He is vague about 

Guinea Bissau and Mozambique and very clear about Angola: it will have autonomy, 

freedom, equality ...... ali under the shad('. of the Portuguese flag. 

June 17: UNITA signs unilateral ceasefire with Portuguese military forces in Angola. 

June 19: Spinola and Nixon meet on the Azares, they agree on a careful decolonization 

plan with federative content and fui I protection for American and European investments. 

June 20: Dispute on. whether the Cabinda enclave which since 1786 has been 

administratively a district of Angola, should remain part of it begins. Oil resources of 

this territory are confirmed in their importance: 150.000 barreis per day are being produced 

by seven off-shore rigs only. Gulf Oil is main concessioner. ln this period a movement 

called FLEC advocating the separation of Cabinda becomes active in the enclave. 

Alexander Tati former FNLA military chief who went over to Portuguese side since 1963, 

then commander of T/Es special black Cabinda troops is backing FLEC which is also organising 

mercenary bands. FLEC as FN LA, h as long since had i ts headquarters in Kinshasa under 

Mobutu's protection. 

June 24: MPLA starts coming 'above ground' in Angola. MPLA Action Committee is 

set up in Luanda, headed by formerly jailed or clandestine leaders as Pacavira, Vandumen 

and Escorcio, Rumours about MPLA abandoning armed struggle are denied. ln Brazzaville 

Dr Neto makes it clear that war continues until Portugal recognises Angola's right to 

independence. 

Mario Soares assures K Waldheim that Portugal will comply with UN resolutions on 
decolonization, 

/Continued ... 
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~: Radio Luanda sends interview with Savimbi leader of UNITA. The 
interviewer is Fernando Falcoo leade r of FUA (United Angolan Front) a  reactionary 

organisation mainly of Portuguese businessmen. Falcoo is president of Commercial 

Association of Lobito and Catumbela. He now supports UNITA enthusiastically and 
finances its propagc;mda in Angola. 

July 7: Rhodesia's Chronicle under title 'Terror chief is hero of the Angola whites' 

describes how Angola whites rely on Savi mbi as the new black leader with whom they 
can come to terms as opposed to Neto of MPLA. 

July 8: Under title: 'UNITA' s long standing treason' Afrique-Asie publishes 

sensational documents showing that Savimbi has been co-operating with Caetano mainly 
against MPLA. The revelation starts a long polemic on the authenticity of the documents, 

but !ater Portuguese officers are to confirm them. 

July 10-11: Trouble starts in Luanda: a white taxi driver is killed. Angry whites 
attack muceques (b lack sub urbs) ki 11 ing 7. 

July 16: 

victims. 

More shooting reported in Luanda and more troub I e expec ted at funera I of 

Colonel Gonçalves becomes new Portuguese prime minister after 5 day 

crisis, Soares is to stay in cabinet. 

July 17: MPLA reports bombings kill 30 civilians in Cabinda. MPLA continues 
offensive attacking Buco Zau. 

July 18: More trouble in Luanda: death tol'l reaches 35 with 125 wounded, ali 
in the muceques. 

July 20: ln letter to Zambian foreign minister Savimbi denies ceasefire but confirms 

he is negotiating. 

~: Luanda dead now total 43. Angolan junta chief General Silverio Marques 

is called  to Lisbon. 

July 26: Buka vu meeting: Mobutu, Kaunda, Nyerere, Neto,  Holden Roberto. O, 

the agenda MPLA splits and unity of Angola move ments. N o results reached. Neto's 

resignation.reported by Zairian agency Azap, is denied. 

August 1-12.: Second wave of violence shakes Luanda: 50 more persons are killed. MPLA 
denounces the provocational character of disorders started mainly by ex-PIDE officers. 

Admirai Rosa Coutinho is appointed new chief of Angola junta. 

/Con tin ued ••• 
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August 9: After long negotiations MPLA Congress starts near Lusaka in secrecy of 
Zambian military camp. Main Object is said to be unity among the so called 3 fractions of 
MPLA, as necessary precedent for the building of a common Angolan front including 

MPLA, FN LA and UNITA, for independence negotiations with Portugal. The congress has 

however come about with so much pressure and interference by neighbouring African 

states, that the representation by delegates could hardly be called constitutional: the 

so called 'Neto faction' which is in fact the absolute majority of the movement, is 
represented by 165 delegates: Chipenda's splinter mainly an Mbundu tribal group, is 

also represented by 165 delegates; the Brazzaville 'active revolt' group is represented 

by the totality of its 70 members, each one 'delegated' only by himself. 

Another snag is that the Congress, again because of alien pressures, 
takes place outside Angola against the will of MPLA's overwhelming majority. 

August 28: MPLA Congress comes to a deadlock~ Dr Neto refuses to read MPLA's 
internal and confidental report on 13 years of war and politicai struggle after it is 
discovered that there are 14 members of FNLA disguised as Chipenda delegates. Dr Neto 
leaves the Congress and MPLA issues document de~laring illegality of any continuation 

of meeting by the two remaining fractions, 

August 30: C h i penda announces h e was e lec ted Presiden t of MPLA by the two 
fractions which continued the Congress. He also announces a common front with FNLA. 

August 31-Sept 4: Chiefs of States of Central Africa hold conference at Brazzaville: 

Mobutu, Ngouabi, Kaunda, and Nyerere are presentas well as N,eto, J90quim Pinto de 

Andrade and Chipenda. Dr Neto is confirmed Preside\nt of MPLA over a 
steering committee including the two mentioned fractions and leciders. Said committee 

is to c reate common frdnt with UNITA and FN LA and an MPLA Congress is to be held in 
Angola after independence. The scheduled first meeting of this new committee never 

took place. 

Sept 12-21: MPLA holds 'Regional Conference of Militants' on Angolan territory in the 

district of Moxico, lt is not called a congress in respect of Brazzaville agreement but in 

fact it is an extremely important MPLA congress. Under Dr Neto's presidency the strategy 

is drafted for the movement's integration within Angola: the results will be seen shortly. 

ln the meeting 5 extensive theoretical and politicai documents are discussed,amended and 
approved; they are: Program for immediate action, Politicai report, Minimum program, 

Constitutional project, Military report. 

Sept 14: Spinola and Mobutu meet on Salt lsland in rhe Cape Verde archipelago. 
Holden Roberto and Savimbi are also present, 

Sept 18: ln Kinshasa Holden declares that Chipenda now permanently in Zaire, and 

J P de Andrade h ave agreed on c ommon fron t wi th FN LA. 

/Continued ... 
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Sept 20: Spinola meets in Lisbon with 23 right wing white Angolan notables. 

Sept 22: Spinola declares he will personall:y control ali dealings over Angolan 
independence. lt is disclosed that socialist foreign minister Soares hdd not been informed 
of Salt lsland meeting. 

lt is now clear that there is a Spinola-Mobutu plan tending toexclude 
Neto from independence negotiations by presen.ting a wide front including two MPLA 
un ified splinters, UNITA and FN LA. 

Sept 28: Mobútu traveis to Cbr-es-Salaam to present his piar'! to Nyerere and 
Kaunda. Nyerere calls Neto to attend meeting as well as FRELIMO's Samora Machel. 

Sept 29: Spinola resigns. ln Dar-es-Salaam it is announced that the meeting 
had tumed out in favour of Dr Neto. 

O::t 8: First local ceasefire between MPLA and progressive sector of Portuguese 
armed forces is signed in Cabinda. ' 

O::t 10: Chipenda who has established 'MPLA' headquarters in Kinshasa now joins 
Mobutu and Holden in meeting with Portuguese delegation. lmminent ceasefire with 
FN LA is announced. 

O::t 14: Adm. Rosa Coutinho declares in Luanda that the junta ruling Angola recognises 
Neto as only legal leader of MPLA and that it considers this movement as the most important 
factor in future negotiations for independence. 

O::t 15: Holden declares ceasefire. 

O::t 21: MPLA signs ceasefire in Moxico district. Present Neto and Major L Cardoso 
member of the Junta are present. ln the agreement MPLA is recognised as legal politicai 
party in Angola while maintaining its armed forces. 

O::t 27: Rosa Coutinho announces that two subversive plots have been discovered 
and frustrated in Angola. They intended to give Angola a Rhodesian solution. lnvolved 
in the conspiracy is even Falcao's FUA. 

O::t 29: ln Kinshasa Chipenda declares the Sept 14 Brazzaville agreement as null 
and void and proclaims continutation of war by 'MPLA'. 

/Continued ••• 
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Oct 30: An editorial in Tanzania's 'Dai ly News' condemns Chipenda as traitor 

as he has joined Mobutu and Holden in US inspired block intended to control Angola and 

threaten progressive African countries. Similar articles are published in Zambia where 
Chipenda's group had enj oy.:ed considerable support during the last 2 years. 

Oct 30: ln Cabinda, following a period of intense terrorism, FLEC attempts coup. 

lt is !x:icked by T.Es. troops under Tati and helped by indifference of Portuguese military 

commander reactionary General Barata. FLEC tries to prevent MPLA from expanding 

from its vast and well consolidated free territories of the Mayombe. Racist violence by 

FLEC white and looting by T.Es causes many victims. 

Nov 3: General Barata and his staff are arrested in Belize by a group of progessive 
Portuguese officers. MPLA immediately moves in with efficient armed forces ali the way 

to Cabinda and capital and effectively helps progressive officers to control the situation. 
Luanda approves action and sends General Oliveira who meets with MPLA Northern Front 

Chief Commandante Ndozi. 

They agree on cooperation plan and the situation comes under control. 

MPLA forces receive massive welcome in Cabinda City. 

Nov 7: Soares meets Johnny Edouardo, FN LA foreign minister, in Tunis. ln interview 

to Le Monde Soares only declares that meeting had been positive. lt is however disclosed 

that Edouardo had asked for the post of Angolan Prime Minister to be reserved for FN LA, 
a nd that Soares had refused any commitment on· this point. 

Nov 9: This will remain as historical date in Angola's history: MPLA official 
delegation headed by Lucio Lera arrives at Luanda. Over 50,000 mostly black people, submerge 

airport then take Lera and his comrades in triumph into the city. MPLA headquarters are 

inaugurated the some evening. 

Nov 11: UNITA delegation also arrives in Luanda. lt is received by about 20,000 

people. An FNLA delegation which arrived earlier received minor welcome. 

O, the some day a new wave of violence and provocations shakes the 

capital. Shots are fired against an MPLA demonstration. About 50 people are killed 

and hundreds wounded in different episodes of violence. 

Nov 12: ln Cabinda a group of former T. Es. supporting FLEC capture 29 hostages, but 

are attacked by Portuguese troops and flee into the Congo where they are arrested. 

They were commanded by well known professional French mercenary Jean Kay. 

ln Luanda violence continues and looting is reported in the Malange 

district. Lera denounces looters wearing MPLA uniforms and insignia as belonging to 

Chipenda's group. 

/Continued ••• 
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Nov 15: Texaco announces discovery of new oil field off Angola's northern coast. 

lt is estimated to be even larger than the Cabinda field. 

Nov 18: Savimbi now in Lusaka proposes a coalition among UNITA, MPLA and 

FN LA. He mentiorís Neto in this connection. This looks like a sign of retreat from 

Kinshasa positions trying to exc lude MPLA. 

ln Luanda Rosa Coutinho declares that any attempts to separa te Cabinda 

will be dealt with by any means that should become necessary. 

Also in Luanda severa! reactionary and prominent whites are arrested for 

economic sabotage and transferred to Portugal. O,e of them is F Vieira director of 

the Angolan Chamber of Commerce. 

Nov 20: lt is officially announced in Lisbon that Minister, Melo Antunes and 

Dr Neto have met in Algiers to discuss an Angolan coalition government. 

Nov 21: Still in Lusaka Savimbi now accuses white extremists of disorders in Angola. 

Nov 22: MPLA forces in Luanda arrest six criminais and hand them over to 

Portuguese Junta. They are accused of committing loot and murder disguised as MPLA 

mi I i tants. 

Nov 27: Soares proposes round tab le discussions with the 3 Angolan movements. 

Rosa Coutinho declares Chi penda wi 11 be exc luded from such meetings. 

Nov 29: Savirnbi meets with Holden in Kinshasa proposing agreement between the 

three movements. He speaks of Dr Neto as President of MPLA. This means the exclusion of 

Chi penda. 

Dec 9: Neto and Savimbi meet in Dar-es-Salaam and Savimbi declares that after 

tliis meeting he feels hopeful about the possibility of UNITA, MPLA and FNLA finding a 

common platform for negotiati ons in the near future. 

Dec 1o5: Chipenda and h is followers are dec lared as officially expelled by MPLA. 

Dec 20: lt is announced in Lusaka that Neto and Savimbi have signed a preliminary 
agreement between their two movements. 

Dec 31: ln telephone interview with writer Lara declares from Luanda that a round 

table conference of the three movements is imminent. He also wams that an aggression 
from abroad now seriously threatens Angola. 

/Continued ••• 
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Jan 3 1975: Neto, Savimbi and Holden meet with Kenyatta in Mombasa. 

ln Lisbon the Portuguese Government declares that it is ready to discuss 

implementation plan for Angola'·s independence, within 1975, provided the three movements 

can presenta common proposal. 

Jan 6: lt is reported that an agreement has been reached in Mombasa and that 

negotiations with Portugal should start in Lisbon probably on January 10th. 
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Movimento Popular de Libertacao 

de Angola 

CENTRE FOR ACCELERATED TEACHING AND TRAINING 

LIST OF REQUIREMENTS 

I -Topographic material 

2 Tachymeter Composses WILD TO 

4 Theodolite KERN DKM 1 

2 Metric tapes (50 metres) 

2 Drafting tables 

20 Drawing sets (radiographic) 
30 Rulers (plastic) 

30 T -squares 

30 Protractors (in grades) 

30 Slide rules 

Several rolls of translucent tracing paper 

Several rol Is of carbon paper 

li -Library 

Subscriptions to Angolan newspapers, journals 

T extbooks for the severa I sub jec ts taught at the Centre: 

300,000 francs (CFA) annually 

2 metal i c bookshe lves 8x 1. 50 metres 
2 metalic filing cabinets 

III-Electrical Material 

120 neon tubes (fluorescent, normal 40 w.) 

120 sockets, 120 ballasts, 120 starters 

20 neon tubes (normal 75 w.) 

20 sockets, 20 ballasts, 20 starters 

8 neon tubes (normal 60 w.) 

8 sockets, 8 ba llasts, 8 starters 

120 plugs 

90 circuit breakers (monophasic) 
2 

lO kgs. (two-wired) cable 1.5 m.j~ 
1 kg. (two-wired) cable 2. 5 m./m 

140 switches (monophasic) 

,A PPENDI X li 

Note: Each socket, tube, switch and plug must be delivered with their respective 
accessories i.e. screws for wood, brackets, nails, etc. 

60 aerial wires 
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2. 

IV -Didactic material 

2 slide projectors with educational slide sets 

2 film projectors 16 mm. 

4 battery-o perated ta pe-recorders 

2 sets of wooden geometric sol ids 

2 small laboratories for physics, chemistry and natural sciences 
480 school desks for adults and children 

60 teacher's desks and respective chairs 

16 cupboards for school materiais lxl.50 m. 
400 rulers 

400 T -squares 

400 protractors (in grades) 
400 draftmen's compasses 
2,000 folders 

2 alcohol-operated duplicators 

6 collections of geographic maps (globes) and celestial maps 

V -Other material 

2 mills with electric startento grind maize and dried cassava with two sieves, 

medium 5 HP 

2 speakers with their respective electric instruments (amplifiers) 

lO wheelbarrows 
200 double-decked beds 

2 circular saws (mechanic) 
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APPENDIX III 

MPLA 
movimento popular de libertação de angola 

VR . . . .... /. . .... !.__ .. ·-
NR _____ _ ;_ ______ f ______ _ 

P::::CDuC'riC'J:-; PLAr ?CP. " BASE ESP:ERM-:ÇA" 

=================================== 

The Prcduction Services of I<P LA i~! r:crt2ern Frcnt 
w::·uld liKe t e pr8sent a s pccific :9roject f or "Base Espe-
ranc;a", f::-:r tne dev o l o :çue~t of the  agricul ture ir! this base. 

Si~ultaneously, the plan i s ad~pted t . the eventual 
structures within the c cntex t o f the present political si-
tuation as L •r a n i nde~e!l::ier!t Anc;-::•la. 

This b~se h~s about 6CC ha. of 1 3n d to b o cultivated, 
out <;nly 25 ha. are cultiv:.;:.ted with mar:ioc, mG.ize, grounà.nuts, 
banana trees and ga rdeni nc plants . ~ly durin~ the last t hree 
years this b~se beca~e ecnn mically pr~fitable , in s ~ite t f 
the rudiMentary equipment utilizcd, for tho : gricu ~ tu!· e wor~ . 

The agriculture cc nditions o~ this base, m~ce ~ f it 
the main .producti ~ n base in ~ ~rth ern Fron t . ~rorn this base 
our technicians coordi n ~te the agricultura wor~ of others 
bases. 

The present pro j ect includes the fol lowin~ matters 

I 

II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 

TRM:SPORT 

CO~ 'ST RUC'riOl" S 
M :I!-'.AL HU: EArDP'l 
FOOD F:-'2 A: I: ;ALS 
AGRI CU::.TFRAL I r s ·rP.UI.;2I'· TS 
CFFICE EQUIP:'·1ENT 
FUEL 
SEEDS 
F~RTILIZERS 

l'i~DICifES 

This project will be  assured and supcrintended by 
our technicians trained in ~a Congolese farms and Agrono-
~ical Station of Ludima. 

By other ha n d , althou gh  t h e local prepar ation  o f 
agriculture cadres, we would like t ~ ask y cu t o consider 
our n eeds i n  s cholarships  f or agriculture purposes. 
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MPLA 
movimento popular de libertação de angola 

VR . . ___ ./. ____ ./__ --·· 

NR ....... l .... . . L ..... .. 

- 2  -

This &0ricultur e pr oj ect i~ f or an area of 16o ha., 
a s rnentioned i n t he first t able : 

Tab1e nc .  1 

SFECIFICATIO 

r. CULTUIIE 
i··{a:r.ioc 
Maize 
Grou:1dnu iB 
Beans }·la-

c unde 
Sv:eet pot a toes 

I--:hia:Je 
Ri c e 
Sorgho 
Sun-flower 

II. GARD3!.IIIG 

To:nato 
Cabbags L o·.:.) 
bar da ) 

Cnions ) 
Turnip ) 
Carrots ) 
Lettuce, etc.) 

III .FRUI'r TR:CES 

Banana , 
Hango, Pa 
paya , Psa 
nap1e a nd 
Crange trees •• 

TOTAL 

AREA 
h a 

80 
30 
15 

5 

2 
1 
'2; 
./ 

2 
1 

lO 

lO 

160 ha. 

REI'. I' ./=:A. 
t ons 

5,0 
4,C 
0,5 

C,5 

PRCDUC'riON 
t ons 

40('1 
120 
7,5 

25 

20 

FE'.'TILIZ-~ 

1'~ .P.K. 
7 r.P.K. 

N.P.K. 
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MPLA 
movim'ento popular de libertação de angola 

VR' ______ J .. _-I ... __ 
NR •••... _! ____ --.L---. ___ 
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Remarks The manioc is the more needed, as it is the 
basic food for our people in the norther front. 
The maize, in the se~ond place, is very impor-
tant for cattle-breading. The groundnuts are to 
be transformed into _cooking oil. 

The total area to be cultivated (160 ha) will be 
inclreased according to future material means and 
conditions of the base. 

ACCOUNT ON THE AGRICULTURE-ANIMAL HUSBM~DRY EXPLOITATION 

I. TRUSPORT 

II.· 

1 Truck 4x4 .MAN 

As you will understand the transport is very needed to 
facilitate the transportation of people.to the produc 
tion schemes, and, essentially, to transport the crops 
from the fields to the local and regional storeho.uses, 
and for the mechanization of the work. 

CONSTRUCTIO:NS 

Pig~ery ............... 2.600 dollars 
Poultry-sch~me ........ 1.000 " Equipment for poultry •• 800 " 
" " piggery •• 2.000 " 

Barbed wire 
Parafin hot air incub~ 

tors ....... 600 11 

Garage ( 1) 2.000 11 ........... 
Storehouses .............. 4.000 11 

Offli:.t.e houses ......... 2.000 " 
Staff houses .......... 2.000 " 17.000 dollars 
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MP lA 
movimento popular de libertação de angola 

III. 

IV. 

v. 

ANHlAL HUSRAl'~DRY 

10 pigs (of 25ke) 400 dol1ars 

3 p!gs (" 11 ) 120 11 

4 COVIS 560 11 

2 beefs 320 11 

The animal production is p1anned on 
sis. In the future, its development 
great importance. 

Poultry 

Day old pullets (500) 
ducks (lO) 

FOOD FOR ANIMALS 

for pigs 
for poultry 
for cattle 

500 dollars 
60 11 

8.64o 
3-650 

11 

" 

VR ...•.... /. ..... 1 ..... . 
N R •• --.,_!___._ •• L.---.. _ 

- 4  -

1.400 dollars 

experimental ba-
will be of a 

560 dollars 

12.290 11 

Concerning food for animals,mostly will have to be 
bought. The cows and beefs will have food from grazing. 
The maize as wel1 as sorgho wi1l be very usefu1 to feed 
animals. 

AGRICULTURE INSTRUJ1ENTS 

-Cutlass (50C) ..... 1.260 dollars 
-Machetes '1000) •.•• 1.600 11 

-Atchets '~00) .••••• 2.400 11 

-Limes (l.OCO) ..... 1.400 11 

-Buckets ( 500) ..... 1.120 11 

-Sprinlüers (100) .. 44 11 

-Pu1verizers (3) * 
-Sma1l hand cars ( 5) * 
-Hammers ( 10) * ./ 
Saws (10) * 
-Hechanic saws ( 5) * 
-Roberwal weighers ( 2) ii 

* -}lrices un\tnow:r-
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VR .•..... i. ..... / ..... . 
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-Decimal weighers (2) * 
Wash bassins (50C ) ••••••• 1.000 dmllars 

-Flash lights (500) •• • • • . • 1.300 li 

-Water num"P • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • * 
Generator; (for electricity)* 

-Chandelier (Kerosene 
lamp (500) l. 500 

VI. OFFICE EQUIPt1íEI-~T 

Portable typpin; machines 
Clyn:pia AZERT (2) 

Calculators,mini-size 
bat teries ( 2) •••••••••••• 

520 

11 

li 

11 

VII. FUEL ................................. 
VIII. SEEDS ................................. 
IX. MEDICHES ................................. 
X. FERTILIZERS 

Sulphate of 
11 11 

11 " 

" 11 

*  -prices unknown. 

amonia ( l t.) * 
potassium (0.5) * 
c uprurn (O. 5) * 
calcium (0 .• 5) * 

XI. EXTRAORDIKARIES 

-9 -

11.624 dol. 

80C· dol. 

8CC àoL 

950 dol. 

1.000 11 

4.000 dol. 

On the estimated calculations, we couldn't have 
prices for the items under *. The amount correspon~ 
ing to this item will cover these items. 

Total USS 51. 034= 

*  *  * *  *  *  * 
14th July, 1974. 
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APPENDIX IV 

PROJECT FOR COMBINED DAY CARE CENTRE AND PRIMARY SCHOOL AT 

BASE ESPERANCA 

This project is attached in order to give preliminary information about similar 

requirements now arising for the interior of Cabinda. 

As shown in the attached sketches, the project included four buildings, one for 

the day core centre, one for the primary school, one for residence and one for kitchen 

and connected services. The buildings were to be constructed with adobe bricks and 

covered with tin roofs. The following equipment was requested: 

A-Day core centre for 50 children from 3 to 5 years old: 

20 beds for children 

50 small blankets 

50 camp beds for rest in open air 

70 plates 

70 spoons 

70 cups or bowls 

70 hand towels 

50 small school benches 

15 small tables with 4 small chairs each (for meals) 

2 large cupboards with shelves 

1 large table with chair for teacher 

1 canvas tent to cover the play-ground 

Adequate supply of clothes for 50 chilc!ren of mentioned age group, including shoes 

Adequate supply of normally required materiais such as: toys, pencils, exercise 

books, crayons, etc. 

B-Primary school for tiJ children from 5 to lO years old: 

60 school benches 

lO large tables for meals 
4 cupboards with shelves 

Adequate supply of clothes for boys anel girls including shoes 

Adequate supply of school materiais such as: exercise books, pen~ drawing equipment, etc. 

Adequate suppl y of gym nast i c  c lothes 
Adequate supply of sports equipment 

C -ltems for common use of pupils and personnel 

Adequate supply of agricultural implements 

6 transistor radios 

2 sewing machines (mechanical) 

1 typewriter 

ln addition to this a special fund should be taken into account for the purchase of 

a steady supply of canned milk. 

No cost estimate was submitted for this project. 

See following sketches. 
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A PPENDIX V 

UNION NATIONALE DES TRAVAILLEURS ANGOLAIS 

Objet: Demande des semences et des matériels agricoles pour l'année 1974 

L'année 1973 a été marquée par l'intensification de l'agriculture dons toute 

l'étendue du front de l'est. Malgré les difficultés matérielles, ce mot d'ordre a été 

suivi et appliqué par toute notre population. 

Durant les années écoulées, nous avons utilisé portout des moyens três rudimen-

taires, mais l'année prochaine, nous essayerons avec l'aide internationaliste des pays 

amis, de mécaniser à moitié l'agriculture. Cette mesure pourra nous permettre, au fur 

et à mesure combattre, la politique de tout tuer, de tout détruire et de tout brOier, 

appliquée parle colonialisme portugais, et mettant en difficulté insuportables l'accom-

pl issement de notre plan de résistance, lancée par I e MPLA. Le plan de détruire par 

des matiêres chimiques, pratiqué par des portugais, n'o pas permis 6 la population d'aug-

menter la production des biens de consommation. -

l'année 1974, sera commencée avec decision, sous le mot d'ordre "de compter 

sur nos propres forces" et plus précisement, avec l'esprit d'initiative, certitude dons la 
victoire. 

Compter sur nos propres forces voudrait dire qu'~ l'allure ou se développe et se 

déploie l'action, la nécessité d'approvisionner nos combattants en alimentation, s'impose. 

Pour feire face à cette exigence, nous devons créer, nous-mêmes, les conditions d'auto-

suffisance. 

Alors, la situation étant ainsi, l'aide internationaliste, nous sera également d'une 

importance inestimable,. cor nous ne sommes pas 6 mesure de créer tous les biens maté-
riels nécessaires pour accompl ir la tâche de la production que I e mouveinent nous a 

confiée. 

Comme ii se vérifie que les d ifficultés surgissent et vont surgir, impliquent la 

nécessité de renforcer et d'accroitre la solidarité morale, politique et matérielle et 

l'unité de toutes les forces vives en vue d'une action concertée contre I e colonial isme, 

l'impérialisme et le néo-colonialisme. Ce serait là, une contribution appréciable à 

l'unité de la classe ouvriêre et dons la lutte commune contre toutes les forces du mal 

dons le monde, pour la I iberté, l'indépendance, la justice et la Paix. 
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PROJET AGRICOLE POUR L'ANNEE 1974 

GENERALITES: 

I. organisation 
2. pratique 
3. matériels 

Camps de production créés: 1973 

Sous région nord: 

I. Kasamba: camp I Kambazi 
camp 11 Maio 
camp III pilote pour la formation des cadres 

2. Lupa 
3. Nguvu -extérieur et intérieur 
4. Nyambingila 

5. Kanyachi 
6. Muntupa 
7. Kalombo 

8. Chipangu 
( 

Sous région sud: 

I. Kasiamisa 
2. Kakungu 

3. Litia 

Les camps de production créés sont au nombre de 13. Et, ensuite plusieurs 
brigades de travail formées en suivant la nouvelle structure du MPLA, pour 
la formation de groupes d'action. Ceci a pour but d'éviter la contra-

diction entre les membres. 

Par manque de matériels de mesure, la superficie de choque camp cultivé 

sera triple fois que l'année actuelle, donc allant de 15 à 40 ha. pour 
l'ensemble des champs collectifs et individueis de chacun des camps de 

production. 

ACTION PRATIQUE: 

I. agriculture 
2. élevage 

3. artisanat 

4. éducation et c ui ture 
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BESOINS MATERIELS POUR L'ANNEE 1974: 

lnstruments agricoles 

2 Tracteurs 
12 Charrues à traction animal 
24 lbeufs de travai! 
2 Moteurs à pompe pour I' irrigation et ses accessoires 
50 Arrosoirs pour l'irrigation 
I 00 Arroto ires 
5000 Houes 
5000 Mac hettes 

13 Mêtres arpenteurs de 50 à 200 m. 
2 Moul ins à décortage de riz et de mais 

Semences 

100 sacs de 100 kgs. Riz 
100 sacs de 100 kgs. Mais 
100 sacs de 100 kgs. Haricots 
I 00 sacs de 50 kgs. Arachides 
50 sacs de 50 kgs. Petits pois 
20 sacs de 50 kgs. Mi llet 
100 sacs de 50 kgs. Pommes de terre 

Semences de légumes 

5 Kgs. 
5 kgs. 
5 kgs. 
5 kgs. 
5 kgs. 
5 kgs. 

Choux verts, blancs et rouges 
Cignons 

Elevage 

Choux de chine 
Tomates 
Piments 
Carottes, poireaux, et autres 

Poules, canards, pores, lapins, chêvres, moutons et boeufs, couveuses et 
treillis métalliques de 300m. 

Pêche 

200 
500 
500 
10000 

Filets de pêche 
Peletons de fil à nylon 
Peletons de fil à coton 
HameJ:ons "toutes I es qual ités" 
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Artisanat 

Atei iers complets: 

Moyens de transport 

-4-

I. menuiserie 
2 cordonnerie 
3. forgerie 
4. sculputure 
5. confection et broderie 

2 Camions de 5 à 6 tonnes - 4 x  4 
3 Camions de 2 tonnes -"Land Rover" 
5 Remarques 

Habillement civil 

Tissus cousus et non-cousus pour hommes, femmes et enfants, couvertures, 
essuie-mains, cales:ons, tricots, pull-overs, bleus de travai I, soul iers, 
bottes, pantoufles et chaussettes, I its de campagne, mate las en caoutchouc, 
tentes individuelles et collectives. 

Equipement de cuisine 

Toutes sortes d1ustensiles, petits ou grands. 

AI imentation 

Riz, farines de blé, de mais, de manioc et d'avoine, conserve de viande, 
de poisson, de légi.J'Tes, du lait en poudre, condensé et en liquide, du sei, 
du sucre, du savon de toilette et de lessive. 

Objets et matériels classiques 

Cahiers, ardoises, crayons, touches, regles, lattes, gommes bics, cartables, 
sacs au dos, flomasters de couleurs diverses, bondes scotch, papier végétal, 
à poids et usage divers, papiers pour dessin, peinture et architecture, colle 
universelle et au rapidographe et graphos, regles T pour table d'architecture, 
matériels de peinture et sculpture, huile, gouache, pinceaux, spatules 
diverses, toiles, etc. 

Matériels d'information 

Radias à transistors, enregistreurs, comeras, laboratoire photographiques 
avec ses accessoires, I projecteur de 16 mm. 

Materiels de B.Jreau 

Machines à écrire à c I avier latin, machine à stencil, papiers à dupl iquer, 
papiers à format commercial, encre noire, bleue, rouge, enveloppes de toutes 
sortes et toutes dimensions, etc. 

A IDE FINANC lERE: 

Fonctionnement de travail 
Combustibles 
Correspondances, etc. .. ............................................... K. = 10,000 
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